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A new methodology to perform hybrid empirical/ab-initio molecular dynamics is presented. The method
combines the well-established hybrid ONIOM scheme with the recently developed ADMP (Atom-Centered
Density Matrix Propagation) approach, where the one electron density matrix expanded in an atom-centered
Gaussian basis set is propagated as electronic variables along with the classical nuclear degrees of freedom
via an extended Lagrangian procedure. The unified and single-valued ONIOM expressions for the energy
and energy derivatives allow for an implementation of conservative dynamics. It is found that atom-centered
basis sets large enough to provide good chemical accuracy can be used even when electronic embedding is
adopted in the QM/MM scheme, and this does not affect the well-behaved and conservative nature of the
dynamics. The method contains very appealing features for the study of biological systems, including the
ability to employ accurate density functionals, the freedom to choose a periodic or a cluster boundary condition
for the system under study, asymptotic O(N) scaling through established techniques, and the ability to use
reasonably large time-steps through the tensorial fictitious mass scheme. The general ADMP/ONIOM formalism
is illustrated through a series of test calculations. A simulated study of proton hopping inside the gramicidin
A ion channel is also presented, to show the potential of the method in describing reactivity in large systems.

I. Introduction

The combination of different levels of theory in hybrid
methods constitutes a powerful tool often exploited to study
complex molecular systems. In particular, the motivation of
combining quantum-mechanical and empirical models is well-
known:1-3 the representation of a large system like a protein is
typically carried out at the molecular mechanics level for reasons
of efficiency, but the modeling of processes such as bond-
making or bond-breaking often requires quantum mechanical
methods. Fortunately, the region of space affected by important
changes in electronic structure is usually relatively small when
compared to the size of the whole system under study. Thus,
the explicit representation of electrons may be necessary for
only a limited portion of the system, while important environ-
mental effects, that would be absent in reduced models, can be
taken into account using empirical methods. Steric effects and
long-range interactions in enzymes and in liquids are typical
examples of complex structure and dynamics for which mixed
methods offer a good compromise between accuracy and
feasibility for theoretical investigations.

Potential energies obtained from mixed quantum-mechanics
(QM) and molecular mechanics (MM)4-10 have been used in

several versions of Born-Oppenheimer (BO) dynamics,4-6

where the quantum mechanical calculations require the solution
of the Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem at each time step of the
propagation. Because of this bottleneck, the calculation of the
energy and forces on the fly is usually limited to semiempirical
methods for large systems such as the active site of an enzyme,
which may involve tens to thousands of atoms. Semiempirical
methods are also the most common, but often an unsatisfactory,
choice to obtain reactive paths connecting stationary points of
the hybrid energy surface.7,8

Extended Lagrangian11,12ab-initio dynamics13-20 are particu-
larly well suited to simulate systems characterized by a large
number of degrees of freedom and governed by hybrid
potentials. In this approach the electronic information does not
rely on the solution of a self-consistent field procedure, but is
propagated along with the classical nuclear degrees of freedom
by an adjustment of the relative time scales of the electronic
and nuclear motion. The combination of a hierarchical picture
for the molecular energy together with the use of dynamic
variables to mimic the electronic evolution promises to enable
us to investigate the potential energy surface for large biomo-
lecular systems at a high level of accuracy and in a computa-
tionally efficient manner. The QM/MM versions of the Car-
Parrinello (CP) method belong to this category.21-24 The QM
part, composed of Kohn-Sham orbitals expanded in a plane
wave basis set and propagated together with the nuclei, is
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combined with MM calculations consisting of classical dynamics
using empirical force fields. However, the use of delocalized
plane-wave basis functions in a QM/MM system renders the
choice of box size to be extremely critical, since the QM system
can be thought of as a cluster placed in an MM environment.
As noted in ref 15, neutral clusters are generally treated in plane
wave basis sets using the super-cell method, where the size of
the cell is made large so that the periodic images do not interact
with each other. This, however, can lead to serious issues within
a QM/MM scheme where a large box might result in MM atoms
(and charges) being present inside the supercell box where the
basis functions have nonzero amplitudes. On the contrary,
making the plane-wave box size small also has serious repercus-
sions on account of artifacts from periodic boundary conditions.
Charged molecular clusters in a vacuum (in the absence of MM
atoms that might be present in a QM/MM treatment) have been
treated15 using plane-waves, by explicitly removing the long-
range electrostatic contributions of the charged species by
integrating the Poisson equation. By contrast, the implementation
of the correct physical boundary conditions for a localized QM
system is more natural with atom-centered basis functions and
very little special care is necessary.

In this paper we wish to present a novel methodology to
perform a combined ab-initio/empirical molecular dynamics
based on an extended Lagrangian approach. To this end, the
recently developed ADMP (Atom-centered basis functions
Density Matrix Propagation) ab-initio dynamics method16-20 is
combined with the ONIOM25-33 approach to perform hybrid
potential calculations.

ONIOM is a method for combining calculations using a high
level of theory on a part of a large system with lower level
calculations on the full system. In its full generality, ONIOM
can combine several levels of theory and corresponding model
systems within one calculation. However, the present work
focuses on using two levels of theory, one a quantum mechan-
ical (MO) method and the other Molecular Mechanicss
ONIOM(MO:MM)sto produce a particular QM/MM method.
The ONIOM QM/MM model is distinguished from most QM/
MM models in two ways:

1. ONIOM uses additivity to integrate the energies (and other
properties, such as energy derivatives) from the constituent
models, rather than solving a problem involving one Hamilto-
nian containing terms from the different models. Consequently,
the individual calculations which contribute involve standard
QM or MM methods, allowing all the existing functionality for
calculations on the uncorrected model system to be carried over.
In particular, any QM method can be used with ONIOM(MO:
MM) and the implementation of ADMP for the pure MO case
carries over virtually unchanged to the ONIOM(MO:MM) case.

2. The coordinates of the link atoms required when bonds
are truncated to form the model system are well-defined
functions of the Cartesian coordinates of the atoms in the bond
in the real system, so that all component energies are smooth
functions of the coordinates of the atoms in the real system.
Consequently, potential energy surfaces for the ONIOM inte-
grated energy are well-defined, and it is possible to conduct
dynamics using the ONIOM energies and forces.

QM/MM models have a long history1-3 and have been used
for dynamics on the Born-Oppenheimer surface since their
inception. More recently, Ziegler and co-workers have used their
variant of the earlier IMOMM method of Morokuma to perform
CP dynamics.23,24

A good ONIOM model should produce (a) results for
properties which primarily involve atoms in the model system

which are similar to those predicted by the high-level calculation
applied to the real system, and which are closer to the high-
level calculation on the real system than the uncorrected high-
level calculation on the model system, and (b) results for
properties involving the other atoms which are no worse than
the low-level calculation on the real system. Morokuma and
co-workers have also introduced a novel QM/MM scheme to
facilitate more efficient Born-Oppenheimer dynamics.34 This
approach allows for exchange of particles between the two
layers, by introduction of a buffer zone, and results in a
dynamics scheme that is shown to conserve energy.

In the ADMP approach, the one-electron density matrix is
expanded in an atom-centered (Gaussian) basis and is propagated
as electronic variables. A comparative study of ADMP and
Born-Oppenheimer dynamics18 has shown that the current
implementation of ADMP is a factor of 4 faster than Born-
Oppenheimer dynamics18 for each time-step. Born-Oppen-
heimer dynamics can, at the most, allow a time-step twice as
large as that allowed in ADMP18 while maintaining similar
energy conservation when the same integrator (velocity Verlet)
is used. This is on account of reasonably large time-steps already
allowed within ADMP through efficient use of the tensorial
fictitious mass scheme.17 This renders the current implementa-
tion of ADMP within the Gaussian suite of electronic structure
codes35 to be at least a factor of 2 faster than Born-Oppen-
heimer dynamics for a given total trajectory time. This offers
computational advantages over other semiempirical/MM Born-
Oppenheimer dynamics methods for QM/MM dynamics. In
comparison to traditional semiempirical/MM Born-Oppen-
heimer dynamics, ADMP is more efficient when using the same
QM model and ADMP can be applied using more accurate QM
models, including Hartree-Fock and pure or hybrid DFT. The
latter is particularly important for studies of reactivity in
biological systems, because semiempirical methods have limited
accuracy for transition state structures and reaction paths,
especially when transition metals are involved. In comparison
to the CP method using a plane wave basis, ADMP has the
advantage of being able to employ hybrid density functionals,
which are known to be of substantially better accuracy in
describing activation energies, especially when motion of
hydrogens is involved, and in describing hydrogen bonds.

Another important advantage is that atom-centered functions
can be used with the correct physical boundary conditions for
molecules, polymers, surfaces, and solids, without the need to
treat replicated cells in order to impose 3d periodicity. Conse-
quently, charged systems and QM/MM models can be treated
as easily as neutral molecules and long-range interactions can
be introduced using periodic boundary conditions. Alternatively,
the QM/MM system can be treated as a cluster where different
layers interact to a small, even if significant, extent, and long-
range interactions can be included using a suitable continuum
solvent model.

Another crucial issue when hybrid methods are employed to
treat large systems is the computational efficiency. The ADMP/
ONIOM approach shows an asymptotic O(N) scaling by virtue
of established techniques36 and the capability of employing
reasonably large time-steps through the use of a tensorial
fictitious mass. Finally, ADMP allows one to treat all electrons
in the QM region of the system explicitly without resorting to
pseudopotentials (unless so desired), and to systematically
control the deviation from the Born-Oppenheimer surface and
the resulting mixing of fictitious and real kinetic energies. It
must be noted here that the Projector-Augmented Wave (PAW)37

approach and novel Car-Parrinello schemes using both Gaussian
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and Plane wave basis sets38,39 can also allow the treatment of
core electrons, although not in as complete a fashion as is
possible within the ADMP approach. In this regard, it is
particularly interesting to discuss a new approach to the CP
scheme40 that uses Wannier basis functions41,42instead of plane
waves to represent the electronic structure. The Wannier basis
functions41,42are unitary transforms of the plane-wave basis sets,
generated under the condition of maximal spatial localization
of the resultant basis functions. In ref 40, the Wannier basis
functions are used to represent the CP orbitals, and these basis
functions are propagated simultaneously along with the molec-
ular orbital coefficients using the same fictitious mass as the
molecular orbital coefficients. In this regard, this approach is
quite similar to the floating Gaussian approach to Car-Parrinello
dynamics43 where Gaussian basis function centers and widths
are simultaneously propagated using a fictitious mass.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
ADMP/ONIOM algorithm is described. Section 3 is then
dedicated to the discussion of a few applications aimed at
validating the accuracy and stability of the simulations and the
reliability of the QM/MM interface coupling of the ONIOM
potential. We also present preliminary results of a study currently
in progress on the proton translocation inside the ion channel
gramicidin A, to show the potential of the method in describing
reactivity in large systems. Concluding remarks are then
provided in Section 4.

II. The ADMP/ONIOM Molecular Dynamics Algorithm

A. The ONIOM Potential Energy Surface. In the ONIOM
scheme, the energy of a system as a whole is expressed as a
linear combination of subsystems of different size and at
different levels of theory. Here we consider the simplest form
of such an approach, involving the definition of acoreportion
(the modelsystem) of the entire system (thereal system), and
the ONIOM combination of QM and MM levels of description
yields the expression

Note that the real system is treated only at the MM level, while
the model is considered at both the MM and QM levels. The
model is chosen to capture all of the important quantum effects
which determine, for example, chemical bond-breaking and
formation or rapid change of the electronic polarization.

Once the atoms whose interactions require the quantum
mechanical description have been chosen, the complete model
system is generated in one of two ways:

1. The model system includes (a) the selected atoms and (b)
additional link atoms, typically hydrogens, which terminate
bonds between selected atoms and unselected atoms. This is
usually termed mechanical embedding, since the coupling
between the model system and the real one is solely due to the
molecular mechanics terms in the MM calculation on the real
system.

2. The model system includes the selected atoms and the link
atoms as in mechanical embedding, and all real system atoms
not selected and not replaced by link atoms are replaced by
point charges at the same location. This is usually termed
electronic embedding, because the electronic structure in the
QM calculation is affected by the charges of the full system.
The point charges are typically the same charges used in the
MM calculation on the real system, except that to avoid over-
polarization effects, the charges for atoms within a few bonds
of the link atoms are scaled down or set to zero. Note that both

the QM and MM calculations use the same model system,
including the point charges. Consequently, the Fock matrix in
the QM calculation depends on the coordinates of all atoms in
the real system, and there are nonzero contributions to the forces
on all atoms in the real system from each model system
calculation.

All results reported here use electronic embedding, and the
point charges in the model system for atoms which are either
bonded to a link atom or are one bond further removed from a
link atom are set to zero.

It should be noted that the electronic embedding may be
regarded as being possibly incomplete when nonpolarizable MM
force fields are employed. However, average polarization effects
can be included to a certain amount even in force fields not
containing explicit polarization terms, if the parameters are
properly fitted to the experiment.44 In addition, recently
developed models such as the Effective Fragment Potential
(EFP) approach45 can be used in the current scheme, and such
models could improve the quality of the MM region on account
of a detailed inclusion of polarization effects. However, no
polarizable force field seems to be yet available which has a
complete parametrization and has been systematically tested on
biological systems.

An essential ingredient in the definition of hybrid energy
potentials is the methodology adopted if chemical bonds
intersect the boundary between different layers. When artificial
atoms saturate the dangling valences of the model across the
boundary (link atoms approach46), the correct number of degrees
of freedom and therefore the unique definition of the potential
energy are ensured by defining the coordinates of the link atom
as follows:31-33

whererbond is the position of the model atom to which the link
is bonded to substitute the atom belonging to the surrounding
region and located inr sub. In eq 2,g is a scale factor, normally
set to R(M-L)/R(M-R), whereR(M-L) is a typical bond
length between the model system atom and the link atom (H in
all cases in this work), andR(M-R) is a typical bond length
for the pair of atoms in the real system. Careful tests have shown
that the ONIOM results are quite insensitive to the value of
g.30 It must be stressed that, since the link atom positions are
fully defined by the coordinates of the real system, the ONIOM
energies and gradients can be written as functions of only real
nuclei positionsR. Thus, the ONIOM potential as defined in
(1) and (2) is single valued and differentiable with respect to
R, allowing conservative dynamics to be performed.

In the following subsection we shall describe the implementa-
tion of ADMP dynamics on an ONIOM potential energy surface
involving link atoms (eqs 1 and 2) and with electronic
embedding to treat electrostatic QM/MM interactions in non-
polarizable force fields.

B. The ADMP Dynamics Exploiting the ONIOM Poten-
tial. The ADMP/ONIOM extended Lagrangian governing the
dynamics is formally identical to the Lagrangian exploited for
full ab-initio propagation:

where the nuclei of the real system are propagated with
coordinatesR, velocitiesV, and massesM , while the electronic
degrees of freedom of the model are propagated with the density

EONIOM ) EMM,real - EMM,model + EQM,model (1)

r link ) rbond+ g(r sub- rbond) (2)

LADMP ) 1
2
Tr(VTMV ) + 1

2
Tr([µ1/4Wµ1/4]2) -

EONIOM(R,P) - Tr[Λ(PP - P)] (3)
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matrixP, the density matrix velocityW, and the density matrix
fictitious mass tensorµ. In eq 3,P is the density matrix in an
orthonormal Gaussian basis set, related to the corresponding
matrix in the nonorthogonal basis,P′, by P ) UP′UT, whereU
is the factorization matrix of the nonorthogonal basis overlap
matrix S′ ) UTU. The matrixU can be obtained by Cholesky
decomposition47 or Lowdin symmetric orthonormalization. The
Lagrangian multiplier matrixΛ imposes constraints on the total
number of electrons and the idempotency of the one-particle
density matrix (the so-called N-representability constraints).
Note that whileP includes the electronic variables for the model
only, the potential energy surface also depends on the molecular
mechanics energy function through the set of parameters.

The formal identity with the full ab-initio dynamics holds
also for the analysis of the deviations from the Born-
Oppenheimer surface. The adiabatic performance of ADMP
dynamics has been studied in some detail (see refs. 17, 19). In
particular, the deviations depend on the magnitude of the
commutator of the Fock and density matrixes [F,P] and on the
fictitious massµ. These quantities are found to be closely inter-
related and the choice of the fictitious mass provides a lower
bound on the deviations from the true BO surface.

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the nuclei and
density matrix expanded in the orthonormal basis set are

and

These equations can be integrated using the velocity Verlet
algorithm,48 while the Lagrangian multiplier matrixes are
determined by an iterative scheme16,17 so thatPi+1 and W i+1

satisfy the idempotency constraint,P2 ) P, and its time
derivative,PW + WP ) W.

The force acting on the density matrix (rhs of eq 5) has the
same analytical form as in full ab-initio ADMP

In the case of electronic embedding, the Fock matrix,F, includes
electrostatic interactions with all the real system atoms.

The nuclear forces in eq 4 are obtained by a simple derivative
of the energy expression in eq 1:

The forces in the QM calculation are computed as described in
refs 16, 17, 19, and the model system forces are transformed to
real system forces as described in ref 29. It is, however,
important to note here that the nuclear forces in ADMP involve
additional terms that depend on the commutator of the Fock
and density matrixes16,19 unlike those in the standard ONIOM
implementation29 for Born-Oppenheimer dynamics.

The possible unphysical interaction between the QM elec-
tronic density and the MM nuclei in proximity to the QM/MM
boundary is an important source of instability in dynamics

governed by potentials mixing quantum models with empirical
force fields. The MM charges polarize the QM electron density
and this polarization depends on the proximity of the MM
charges. In some situations, it may happen that the electronic
basis functions that are used to describe the QM part may
physically overlap with the MM positive charges. This could
happen, for example, when largely delocalized atom-centered
basis functions are used on the neighboring QM atoms, or when
totally delocalized basis functions (such as plane waves) are
used to describe the electronic structure. In either case, the
presence of an MM charge inside the domain of a given basis
function can create an artificial effect of drawing electrons close
to that MM atom. This is especially true for a bare positive
charge large enough so that an electron binds to it with more
binding energy than the lowest ionization potential of the QM
system. (A large negative charge may be expected to show the
opposite effect.) As stated earlier, one aspect of this over-
polarization can be taken into account by scaling down the MM
charges in close proximity to the link atoms (i.e., those directly
bonded to the substituted atom).49,50In the extended Lagrangian
approach, a monitor of the overpolarization event is the heating
of electronic variables. The one-electron matrix that enters into
the forces acting on the density matrix in eq 6 as part of the
Fock matrix includes interactions between the MM charges and
the QM density, thus directly affecting the integration in the
time of both the density matrixP and its velocityW. If MM
charges come too close to the electronic density, the elements
of the one-electron matrix increase in magnitude, leading to an
artificial acceleration of electronic variables. As a consequence,
unphysical dynamics can occur. (This would also affect the
fictitious kinetic energy in ADMP dynamics.) Another estimate
of this effect may be obtained by monitoring the value of the
most diffuse basis functions on the QM/MM boundary atoms
(or in the case of plane-waves, just the box size, since all basis
functions are nonzero inside the box size) and by monitoring
the MM charge in this domain. As we shall illustrate in the
next section, the use of chemically accurate basis sets including
diffuse functions does not affect the stability of the ADMP
dynamics, even when negatively charged molecules are con-
sidered as the QM model. This is not the case for plane-wave
based implementations, where resorting to more complicated
approaches, such as the smearing-out of the MM charges close
to the QM region through the use of pseudopotentials, becomes
mandatory at any level of accuracy of the basis set.22 Of course,
for abnormally large charges (charges with electron affinity
greater than the ionization potential of the QM system),
smearing-out of these charges can be a necessity, irrespective
of the kind of basis set used, especially when these charges
overlap with the physical extent of the basis set.

III. Examples and Discussion

In this section we discuss some test calculations to highlight
the capabilities of the ADMP/ONIOM method described above.
The purpose of the first few cases is to gauge the stability of
the method. We perform some quality checks with respect to
the most debated issue in hybrid approaches, namely, the
behavior at the QM/MM interface. Hybrid methods can show
an intrinsic imbalance between two very different molecular
pictures: atomic charges and vdW parameters optimized ad hoc
for a self-consistent force field can give poor performances when
combined with QM calculations, in particular in evaluating the
interactions involved at the QM/MM boundaries. A number of
QM/MM approaches produce a poor description for the first
solvation shell of a QM molecule or ion embedded in a MM

M
d2R

dt2
) -

∂EONIOM(R,P)
∂R |

P
(4)

µ1/2d2P

dt2
µ1/2 ) - [∂EONIOM(R,P)

∂P |
R

+ ΛP + PΛ - Λ] (5)

∂E(R,P)
∂P |

R
) 3FP + 3PF - 2FP2 - 2PFP - 2P2F (6)

∂EONIOM(R,P)
∂R |

P
)

dEMM,real(R)
dR

-
dEMM,model(R)

dR
+

∂EQM,model(R,P)
∂R |

P
(7)
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environment. These problems can be overcome to some degree
by an intellingent choice of the model, so that all the important
features affecting the phenomenon under study are included and,
when possible, to avoid important interactions such as hydrogen
bonds and, more general, strong changes in electric polarization
at the QM/MM boundaries. These latter requirements cannot
be easily fulfilled when charged or strongly polarized QM
systems are involved, for example, in biological systems.
Furthermore, the inclusion of the MM atomic charges in the
QM Hamiltonian can lead also to unphysical effects as discussed
earlier, and part of the electronic density can artificially localize
on positively charged MM atoms (electronic spill-out). In the
case of extended Lagrangian approaches, this can lead to the
heating of electrons and can cause unphysical dynamics.22

To gauge the ADMP/ONIOM method in these respects, we
have simulated the SN2 reaction of methyl chloride with a
chloride ion starting from the (Cl-CH3-Cl)- transition state
(the model) embedded in a MM water cluster. Due to the excess
negative charge, large basis sets are mandatory to allow
flexibility in both the radial and the angular part of the electronic
distribution, through the inclusion of diffuse and polarization
functions, respectively. Therefore such a system is particularly
suitable to probe the stability of the method with respect to
possible spill-out effects at the interface and over-polarization
of the QM wave functions due to the MM charges. It must,
however, be noted that the choice of model here (only (Cl-
CH3-Cl)-) is being used to test the ADMP/ONIOM approach
and in a full production calculation some of the water molecules
surrounding (Cl-CH3-Cl)- should probably be included in the
model region for the best results.

As a further test we considered the simulation of (i) a chloride
ion and (ii) a water molecule, inside an MM water cluster. The
latter system may be seen as a prototypical of a hydrogen
bonding system treated at the QM/MM level. In both cases the
radial distribution functions involving QM and MM atoms was
analyzed to gauge the behavior of the ADMP/ONIOM potential
at the QM/MM interface.

As a last example in the present study the proton hopping
between two water molecules was simulated inside the grami-
cidin A ion-channel. This example is designed to show the
capabilities of the ADMP/ONIOM method in elucidating proton-
transfer mechanisms, an essential event in biological chemistry.
Proton hopping in transmembrane channels constitutes a chal-
lenge for the theoretical description of large systems due to the
involvement of extensive hydrogen bond networks and the
presence of transmembrane electric fields.

All the ADMP/ONIOM calculations have been performed
using a development version of the Gaussian35 suite of programs,
while MD simulations using the DL-Poly51 program furnished
the starting configuration for all systems. The level of theory
employed to build the ONIOM potential was density functional
theory along with the standard 6-31G(d), 6-31G(d,p), and
6-31+G(d,p) basis sets. In particular, we used the BLYP density
functional, combining the Becke52 exchange terms with the
Lee-Yang-Parr53 correlation functional and the hybrid B3LYP
functional, that also includes the Hartree-Fock exchange terms
in the same ratios as those optimized by Becke.54 The AMBER55

set of parameters together with the TIP3P56 water model
provided for the MM force field.

A. (Cl-CH3-Cl)- f Cl- + CH3Cl in Water Cluster. The
nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reaction (X- + CH3Y f Y- +
CH3X) is considered as a benchmark reaction in the study of
chemical reactivity in aqueous solution.57,58 However, the
purpose of the current study is the demonstration of the ADMP/

ONIOM procedure and not the mechanism of the process
involved. The isolated transition state (Cl-CH3-Cl)- was
obtained by a B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) calculation. This structure
was then fixed at the center of a cubic periodic box of length
45 Å with water molecules surrounding the ion, and a classic
MD simulation was performed at normal density using the
AMBER force field and TIP3P water model. Standard AMBER
parameters were used to treat the chloride ion and methyl group.
After 100 ps of equilibration, a cluster containing the (Cl-CH3-
Cl)- subsystem (the model) and the closest 256 water molecules
was selected from the simulation box and used as the starting
structure in the ADMP/ONIOM simulation.

To perform the ADMP/ONIOM simulation, the same MM
force field was retained while B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) was the QM
level of theory. The core and valence orbitals [for the (Cl-
CH3-Cl)- subsystem] were weighted differently during the
dynamics withµvalence) 0.1 amu bohr2 ≈ 180 au for the valence
electrons, using the tensorial fictitious mass scheme described
in ref 17 to obtain improved adiabatic control. (The tensorial
fictitious mass scheme fixes the effective mass of the core
electrons based onµvalence and Fock matrix elements.) The
system was simulated in a constant NVE ensemble, and∆t )
0.25 fs was the time step for a trajectory of 180 fs duration, the
time required to get well-separated products.

In Figures 1 and 2, some important parameters reflecting the
accuracy of the ADMP trajectory are reported. The fluctuation
in the total energy conservation is 0.6 millihartree, which is
similar to that found in other full ab-initio ADMP simulations
performed using similar values of time step and fictitious
mass.16-18 Furthermore, no significant heating of the density
matrix was observed, which indicates that no fraction of the
electron density moves artificially to localize on MM atoms.
In Figure 2, the Frobenius norm of the Fock and density matrixes
commutator,||[F,P]||F, and the adiabaticity index, dHfict/dt, give
a measure of the deviation of the extended Lagrangian trajectory
from a Born-Oppenheimer dynamics trajectory.19 The small
order of magnitude of these values demonstrates that the QM/
MM combination in the Hamiltonian does not alter the accuracy
of the extended Lagrangian dynamics and the dynamics remains
close to the corresponding Born-Oppenheimer surface. Hence,
in this example, the ADMP/ONIOM approach allows for stable
simulations, even in the presence of external fields (treated with
an inclusion of point charges in the Hamiltonian) and charged
QM systems described by large basis sets.

B. QM Chloride Ion and Water Molecule in an MM
Water Cluster. The B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory and
the AMBER/TIP3P force field was employed to perform an
ADMP/ONIOM simulation of a chloride ion embedded in a
cluster of 256 water molecules. A procedure analogous to that

Figure 1. The ADMP/ONIOM trajectory for the Cl-CH3-Cl f CH3-
Cl + Cl- SN2 reaction. Time evolution of the fictitious kinetic energy
and the change in the difference between the total and the fictitious
kinetic energy (10-3 au).
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adopted for the previous example provided for the starting
configuration. The simulation time step was∆t ) 0.25 fs and
a valence fictitious mass ofµvalence) 0.1 amu bohr2 ≈ 180 au
within the tensorial fictitious mass scheme was chosen. Energy
and structure data were sampled for 3 ps after ADMP/ONIOM
equilibration of 2 ps.

In Figure 3 the chloride-oxygen and the chloride-hydrogen
radial distribution functions (RDF) are shown for the ADMP/
ONIOM simulation. All RDFs in this paper were calculated in
the following fashion. The number of events inside a certain
bin-size was calculated from the ADMP trajectory. This number
was then divided by the total number of configurations used
(indicative of the length of the trajectory), volume inside the
spherical shell created by the chosen bin-size, and the number
density of the system. The Cl-O RDF shows a maximum at
about 3.3 Å, while the first two peaks of the Cl-H RDF are
located at about 2.3 and 3.7 Å, respectively. Thus the first
solvation shell of the chloride ion is reproduced reasonably well
with respect to the experimental values59 from neutron defraction
study of chloride ion in liquid water (3.25 Å for Cl-O, and
2.29 and 3.66 Å for two Cl-H peaks, respectively). Also in
this case we observe a good behavior of the parameters
governing the dynamics. The total energy is conserved to within
2 × 10-4 hartree, while the maximum value of the fictitious
kinetic energy is 1.4× 10-7 hartree. Furthermore, the adiaba-
ticity index was less than or equal to 2.4× 10-7 and the
Frobenius norm of the Fock and density matrix commutator,
[F,P], had a maximum value of 4.05× 10-4, which were both
well inside the expected range for retaining adiabatic dynamics.
With these results we were able to ascertain that our QM/MM
dynamics scheme was stable and the adiabaticity was well-
maintained through the dynamics of this test system.

Radial distribution functions involving a model water mol-
ecule in a MM water cluster have been studied by other authors
at several levels of QM/MM dynamics.21,60These RDF generally
show shifts with respect to experimental values indicating too
strong a QM/MM interaction; in particular an over polarization
of the electronic cloud has been indicated as being possibly

responsible for this trend. An ADMP/ONIOM simulation of a
water cluster of 256 molecules was performed in the present
work in which the central water of the initial configuration is
the model and was treated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. The
TIP3P potential was employed for the MM level. A classical
MD simulation performed for 100 ps at 300 K provided for the
starting configuration. Data were then collected for 3 ps at the
same temperature after a ADMP/ONIOM equilibration of 2 ps.
The simulation time step was∆t ) 0.2 fs andµvalence ) 0.1
amu bohr2 was employed.

In Figure 4, the RDF between the oxygen of the model and
the oxygens belonging to the MM water molecules is compared
with the radial distribution function for the oxygen atoms
belonging to the water molecules in the MM region. The first
peak of the RDF is in very good agreement between the two
panels of the figure. Since the TIP3P water model is known to

Figure 2. Time evolution of adiabaticity index (in 10-3 Hartree/fs)
and the Frobenius norm||[F,P]||F for the Cl-CH3-Cl f CH3Cl +
Cl- SN2 reaction in the ADMP/ONIOM simulation.

Figure 3. Pair correlation functions for a QM chloride ion (themodel)
embedded in a cluster of 256 MM water molecules. All radial
distribution functions in this paper were calculated in the following
fashion. The number of events inside a certain bin-size was calculated
from the ADMP trajectory. This number was then divided by the total
number of configurations used (indicative of the length of the trajectory),
volume inside the spherical shell created by the chosen bin-size, and
the number density of the system.

Figure 4. ADMP/ONIOM simulation of a water molecule in a water
cluster performed at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)/Amber level: pair correlation
function involving the model oxygen and the oxygens in the surrounding
MM molecules (solid line), and pair correlation function of oxygen
atoms contained in the MM region (dotted line).
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reproduce the water radial distribution function reasonably
accurately, we are inclined to interpret this agreement between
the OQM-OMM and OMM-OMM RDFs as indicating that our QM/
MM interface does not introduce significant artifacts into our
calculations.

In Figure 5 the three possible oxygen-hydrogen RDFs
involving the model and the surrounding waters are reported.
In this case the picture of the first solvation shell of the QM
solute is satisfactory. In Figures 4 and 5, first solvation shell

values about 2.7, 1.8, and 1.7 Å for the OQM-OMM, OQM-
HMM, and HQM-OMM distributions are obtained, respectively.
Note that these results involving QM and MM atoms are close
to those provided by the TIP3P water model (2.72 Å for the
oxygen-oxygen and 1.78 Å for the oxygen-hydrogen dis-
tances). Thus, there is no apparent evidence of a dramatic over-
polarization effect in these cases.

When we compare a hybrid calculation with its full quantum
mechanical counterpart, MM charges account for the polariza-
tion of the model electronic cloud, while the repulsion between
QM and MM atoms is represented by the vdW MM energy
terms, and the possible charge transfer between orbitals belong-
ing to MM and QM atoms is naturally absent. The difference
with respect to a full ab-initio description relies on this
approximation and the performance of hybrid potentials strongly
depend on the specific combination of the QM level of theory
and MM functionals. Nevertheless, the examples given above
demonstrate that the use of standard nonpolarizable force fields
within an electronic embedding scheme as depicted in section
II can provide well-behaved ADMP/ONIOM dynamics and a
reasonable description of the interactions at the QM/MM
interface.

C. Proton Transfer in Gramicidin A. As a further test, the
mechanism of proton hopping in the transmembrane channel
gramicidin A was examined. This system has been considered
an important case to elucidate the mechanism of ion transport
and has been widely investigated both theoretically and experi-

Figure 5. ADMP/ONIOM simulation of a water molecule in a water
cluster performed at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)/Amber level. Pair correlation
function involving the model oxygen and the embedding hydrogens
(solid) and the model hydrogens and the embedding oxygens (dot-
dash) are compared with the pair correlation function for the MM level
oxygen and hydrogens (shown using dotted lines).

Figure 6. The real system for the ADMP/ONIOM dynamics for the proton translocation in gramicidin A.
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mentally. (For a general overview of the computational studies
on gramicidin A channel, see ref 61; see also ref 62 for an ab-
initio study on a model analogue of gramicidin A.)

The gramicidin A channel is formed by twoâ helices, each
constituted by 15 alternatingD- and L-amino acids. This
conformation allows the polar groups of the peptides chain to
point inward to the channel, while the hydrophobic side chains
are embedded in the transmembrane lipids. Ion transport, in
particular the proton Grotthuss mechanism along a water chain
accommodated in the channel, involves a highly correlated
hydrogen bond network in a strongly polarized system. Fur-
thermore, the application of external electric fields is required
to simulate the applied gradient potential during the experiments.

The real system considered here includes the gramicidin A
and 18 water molecules for a total of 607 atoms (see Figure
6a). Eight of these water molecules are contained inside the
channel, while the remaining water molecules form suitable caps
to the channel. The starting configuration for the ADMP/
ONIOM dynamics was selected from an equilibrated classical
MD simulation using the Multi-State Empirical Valence Bond
model.63-67 This initial structure places the excess proton on
the water molecule just inside the channel mouths (water no.
1). The proton translocation is expected to be modulated by
the hydrogen bond network involving both the water molecules
and the polar groups of the peptidic chain. Hence, the model
was chosen to include part of the Gramicidin backbone and the
whole set of water molecules. The dangling valences are
saturated by link hydrogens atoms. The model includes a total
of 156 atoms (see Figure 7. (For the time-scales involved in
this study, the proton remained inside the top monomer of the
Gramicidin backbone. This justified including only the protein
backbone from the top monomer in the model while the bottom
monomer was treated within the MM framework.)

Two ADMP/ONIOM simulations were performed using the
BLYP/6-31G(d) and the B3LYP/6-31G(d) QM levels together
with the AMBER MM force field. Values ofµvalence) 0.1 amu
bohr ≈ 180 au and∆t ) 0.2 fs were used and a constant
temperature of 300 K was enforced by velocity re-scaling every
2 fs. A homogeneous electric field of 2.× 10-4 au (≈280 mV)
was applied along the channel axis to simulate the gradient of
electrostatic potential during the experiments (usually about 200
mV - 400 mV) to drive the proton translocation. Harmonic
constraints were employed to fix the position of the oxygens
belonging to the capping water molecules.

To proceed further with our discussion we recognize that for
the energy expression in eq 1, the interaction of the MM charges
with the charges on the model atoms, at the MM level of theory
(electronic embedding), occurs in the first two terms of eq 1.
However, due to the opposite sign of these terms, these
contributions cancel out for almost all atoms in the system.
Hence, it is arbitrary what charges are picked for the atoms in
the model system during the MM calculation. On account of
this, all the atoms in the portion of the model system most
susceptible to bond breaking and formation, i.e., the water wire
inside the gramicidin channel, were chosen to have zero
molecular mechanics charges at both the real MM and model
MM calculations. This cancellation works out for all the model
atoms except for the ones whose charges are scaled (or set to
zero) to avoid over-polarization. (See the discussion in the last
paragraph of section II.) The interaction between these “scaled”
charges and the model atoms do not cancel between the real
and model MM calculations (since the charges are scaled only
during the calculation of the second and third terms in eq 1),
and it is here that the choice of the model charges could affect

the physics of the problem. However, to nullify this effect, care
was taken to choose the scaled atoms as the ones that already
had small values for charges in the real MM calculation, thus
reducing this effect substantially. Furthermore, the effect of
scaling does not alter the total charge of the system in a serious
fashion, for the same reason discussed above.

The time scales accessible to ab-initio dynamics (on the order
of picoseconds) prohibit the simulation of the entire transmem-
brane protein translocation (on the order of nanoseconds), but
it is sufficient to give insights on the intrisic mechanism of the
proton hopping. In both simulations, the starting structure has
no barrier for the first proton hop and this occurs to water no.
2 inside the gramicidin channel. The excess proton remains
localized between water no. 2 and water no. 3 for about half a
picosecond. The simulations were stopped when the hop from
water no. 2 to water no. 3 was almost complete (500 fs for the
BLYP and 650 fs for the B3LYP dynamics, respectively).

In Figures 8-12, the BLYP and B3LYP dynamics are
compared. Figure 8 shows the radial distribution of oxygen-
oxygen distances of the first four waters inside the channel.

Figure 7. The 156 atom model (QM) system for the ADMP/ONIOM
dynamics for the proton translocation in gramicidin A.
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Distance values are spread in the range between 2.3 and 3.0 Å
with a large distribution between 2.45 and 2.7 Å. These values
are similar to those seen for the Zundel-like (H5O2

+) and the
Eigen-like (H9O4

+) protonated complex present in bulk water.
The Eigen-like arrangement can be obtained in this case with
the channel carbonyl groups completing the necessary hydrogen
bond network. It is worth noting that the distribution obtained
with the BLYP functional shows a larger contribution corre-
sponding to the Eigen complex as compared to that found using
B3LYP, where in the latter case the distribution is mostly
concentrated on values below 2.6 Å. This difference between
levels of DFT treatment is in agreement with that observed in
previous ADMP studies of protonated water clusters.68

In Figures 9-12, we compare the BLYP and the B3LYP
behavior in the time evolution of some atomic distances of
interest. In Figures 9 and 11 we show the distances between

the excess proton and the oxygens belonging to the second and
the third water (the donor and the acceptor, respectively, for
the majority of the trajectory). Figures 10 and 12 show the
oxygen-oxygen distances between the donor and the acceptor
waters together with the distance between the acceptor oxygen
and its solvating carbonyl, namely, from the tryptophan 9 along
the gramicidin peptide chain.

Note that in the BLYP case the transient proton approaches
the acceptor water around 100 fs, but most of the time it is
located on the donor water. Temporary hops to the acceptor
occur when the donor water is close to the acceptor (watdon)O-
O(watacc), compare Figures 9 and 10. Also, when the Trp9-
(C)O-O(watacc) distance is less than 2.65 Å, there is a noticeable
decrease of the (watdon)O-O(watacc) motion amplitude, leading
to an oxygen-oxygen distance closer to a Zundel-like value
(≈2.4 Å). During one of these events, the final hopping to the
acceptor water molecule occurs (at about 350 fs). Interestingly,
after about 300 fs, the motion of the excess proton seems less
correlated with the motion of the carbonyl group hydrogen
binding to the acceptor oxygen. This suggests that other factors
may come into play toward the end of the proton hop to stabilize
the event.

A different trend is observed when the results from the
dynamics performed at the B3LYP level are considered. Here
the oxygen-oxygen distance of the donor and the acceptor
waters evolves according to a Zundel-like arrangement along
the whole trajectory, and the excess proton is localized on both
the donor and the acceptor over time (see Figures 11 and 12).
Furthermore, the Trp9(C)O-O(watacc) distance show values
below 2.9 Å for most of the time, and the correlation of motions
involving the protonated complex and the solvating tryptophan
carbonyl is less evident.

Figure 8. Pair correlation functions for the oxygen-oxygen distances
of the first four chain waters inside the Gramicidin channel.

Figure 9. The ADMP/ONIOM trajectory obtained at the BLYP/6-
31G(d)/Amber level for the proton translocation in gramicidin A.
Progress of the distances between the excess proton and the oxygens
of the donor and the acceptor waters, respectively.

Figure 10. The ADMP/ONIOM trajectory obtained at BLYP/6-31G-
(d)/Amber level for the proton translocation in gramicidin A. Progress
of the oxygen-oxygen distances between the donor and the acceptor
waters and between the acceptor and the carbonyl of tryptophan 9.

Figure 11. The ADMP/ONIOM trajectory obtained at B3LYP/6-31G-
(d)/Amber level for the proton translocation in gramicidin A. Progress
of the distances between the excess proton and the oxygens of the donor
and the acceptor waters, respectively.

Figure 12. The ADMP/ONIOM trajectory obtained at B3LYP/6-31G-
(d)/Amber level for the proton translocation in gramicidin A. Progress
of the oxygen-oxygen distances between the donor and the acceptor
waters and between the acceptor and the carbonyl of tryptophan 9.
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The short time scale investigated here and the small statistical
sample prohibit general conclusions on the comparison of the
two DFT functionals considered, although there do appear to
be qualitative differences between the two levels of DFT in
describing the proton hopping dynamics. A more comprehensive
study of the proton hopping dynamics and the differences
between levels of DFT will be the topic of future research.

IV. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a new methodology has been presented to
perform hybrid ab-initio/empirical molecular dynamics. The
method combines the hybrid ONIOM scheme with the ADMP
methodology, in which the one-electron density matrix, as
expanded in an atom-centered Gaussian basis set, is propagated
using fictitious variables within an extended Lagrangian ap-
proach.

The resulting ADMP/ONIOM formalism has been analyzed
for the general case, including the presence of link atoms to
saturate dangling valences and a standard electronic embedding
scheme to describe the electrostatic interactions between the
QM and the MM parts. In this work, a nonpolarizable MM force
field was assumed, but generalization to polarizable MM force-
fields is clearly possible. Since the link atom positions are fully
defined by the coordinates of the real system, a unique definition
of the ONIOM potential exists that is single-valued and
differentiable with respect to the real coordinatesR, thus
allowing conservative dynamics to be performed. Due to the
integrated expressions of the ONIOM energy and energy
derivatives, a formal identity with the Lagrangian is obtained
governing the ab-initio dynamics. This identity also holds for
the analysis of the deviations from the Born-Oppenheimer
surface. The combination of hybrid terms within the forces was
analyzed in detail. The force acting on the density matrix is
seen to have the same analytical form as in full ab-initio ADMP.
However, it is affected by the MM environment via the Fock
matrix F, including the electrostatic interactions with the MM
region.

To test the ADMP/ONIOM method for possible unphysical
interactions between the QM electronic density and the MM
nuclei in proximity to the QM/MM boundary, the SN2 reaction
of methyl chloride plus a chloride ion was simulated starting
from the (Cl-CH3-Cl)- transition state (the model) embedded
in a MM water cluster. Due to the excess negative charge, the
standard 6-31+G(d,p) basis set was adopted, including diffuse
and polarization functions. The total energy was well conserved
during the dynamics, and the fictitious kinetic energy remained
very small, indicating that no significant heating of the density
matrix occurs. Furthermore, adiabatic control indices demon-
strated that the QM/MM combination in the Hamiltonian does
not alter the adiabaticity of the extended Lagrangian dynamics.
Hence, the localized picture provided by the electronic expansion
over an atom-centered basis set appears to allow for well-
behaved simulations even when chemically accurate basis sets
for charged systems are employed, together with a standard
electronic embedding scheme to describe QM/MM interactions.
The simulation in a MM water cluster of a QM chloride ion
and a QM water molecule were also carried out. RDFs obtained
for the distances involving QM and MM atoms also indicate a
reasonable description of the interactions at the QM/MM
interface.

As a more complicated preliminary application, the results
from BLYP and the hybrid B3LYP functionals were compared
in two analogous simulations of a proton hopping between two
water molecules inside the gramicidin A channel. In the BLYP

case, a transfer mechanism was observed via the formation of
an Eigen-like complex involving a carbonyl group solvating the
acceptor water. In the B3LYP case, the formation of the Eigen-
like complex is less probable and the correlation of motions
involving the protonated complex and the peptidic carbonyl less
evident. The implementation and testing of the hybrid ADMP/
ONIOM methodology for a variety of complex systems will be
the topic of future research.
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